GELSOMINA DREAMS

PROJECT
PRESENTATION

The show Gelsomina Dreams, written and directed by Caterina Mochi Sismondi,
the choreographer and director of the company blucinQue, With the production
of the center blucinQue/Nice in co-production with Fondazione Cirko Vertigo,
was selected by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
(MAECI) - Directorate-General for the Promotion of the Country System, in
collaboration with the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism
(Mibact) - Directorate-General for Entertainment, among the 20 original artistic
productions of dance, theater and contemporary circus to be funded as part of
the initiative " Vivere all’italiana sul palcoscenico” (Italian living on stage).
The blucinQue company, after having had to interrupt the production of
Gelsomina Dreams due to the closure of theatres because of the Covid19
pandemic, has produced, in December 2020, thanks to the Ministry’s
subventions, a video of the show at the Teatro Café Müller in Turin - the
home base of the company, preceded by a behind-the-scenes video and short
interviews presenting the work, 50 minutes long in total, made by Caterina
Mochi Sismondi in collaboration with editing and filming operators Stefano
Rogliatti, Fabio Melotti and Andrea Ruta, with lighting by Massimo Vesco.
Gelsomina Dreams was distributed through the network of 85 Italian Cultural
Institutes around the world and through the website of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, with the aim of promoting Italian cultural heritage abroad. The
Italian Cultural Institutes are important meeting places for intellectuals and
artists, through which the image of Italy and its culture, both classical and
contemporary, is promoted in the rest of the world.

On stage in the company's latest production, a declared homage to the imagery
of Federico Fellini 100 years after his birth, are the performers Elisa Mutto,
Federico Ceragioli, Alexandre Duarte, Vladimir Ježić, Ivan Ieri, Michelangelo
Merlanti (also in the role of rigger), together with the participation of Paolo
Stratta and little Nina Carola Stratta, who, accompanied by the musicians
Nicolò Bottasso, on violin, trumpet and electronics, and Bea trice Zanin, on
cello and electronics, move in a suspended and timeless setting, which alludes
to an abandoned movie set of Fellini’s memory. It contains space lights and
abandoned sceneries, skeletons of practicable structures, scenic objects that
recall the mythical and profane universe of Fellini's imagination, "musical
instruments" such as an organetto of Barberia and an old carillon sampled
and played by the performers. Gelsomina Dreams grafts the language of
dance theatre with the language of music, played live, here also re-elaborating
melodies by the great Nino Rota, and with the contemporary circus, in a
search for formal synthesis that is the primary orientation of Caterina Mochi
Sismondi's productions.
The work draws inspiration from the most human and emotional aspects
of Fellini's world, such as his relationship with his wife Giulietta Masina or
his fascination with the supernatural world, between amulets and fortune
tellers. The viewer is thus led by the hand in a deeper dimension, unconscious,
suspended, at times unsettling. In the textual parts, poems by Louis Borges
have been used, carrying themes close to Fellini's universe: fiction, the double,
dreams, that "active aesthetics of prisms, capable of forging a passive aesthetics
of mirrors", through rhythm and metaphor. The performers are not asked to
make a cast of a mask, but a contemporary and personal reinterpretation of
the dream of a Gelsomina of today: feminine and masculine are fused in the
creation of alter egos exposed to an ambivalent interpretation and the result of
a sensitivity that sees them as interchangeable, fluid, mobile.

The dramaturgy is based on the dream of Gelsomina, an ethereal and visionary young woman/
child, bearer of a feeling in continuous evolution. Her dreamlike journey gives life to a suspended
and never narrative projection of characters poised between the glamor in the dolce vita style
and the street world, mixing circus visions and theatrical elements with choreography. The
dialogue between disciplines and languages is aimed at the research of these parallel worlds.
The characters that move Gelsomina are born from an imaginary of varied humanity, drawing on
some masks created by the director, incarnations of a semantics of contradictions, inclinations
and desires. The dream represented by a Gelsomina as a child; the femme fatale poised between
aspiration and fall and her male alter ego; an archetype of seductor that is allusively embodied
by three men; the figure of the street artist with his singing; the diva and lover, swinging on a
trapeze between the stage structures; the chaotic socialite who is the object of the paparazzo's
interest and a pair of lovers perhaps still appearing in the protagonist's lost and melancholic
wanderings.
Abandoned lights and sceneries, the skeleton of a practicable and mobile structure on stage, a
cart, a Barberia organ, a carillon, costumes, circus equipment, all converge to define a symbolic

space that is both mythical and profane. The sounds and the music are complementary to the
scene, an integral part of the dream, its auditory transposition, and act as a rhythmic and
emotional score, bringing out the movement and assembly of the various scenes. Thanks
to certain aerial techniques, the tool becomes an instrument for a pictorial vision of space,
restoring multiple dimensions and becoming scenography, costume and sign at the same
time. In its most concrete form of depiction of an evoked world, or in the most stylised form
of poetic gesture, a multifaceted vision is created in which light, sound, dance and theatrical
movement are the cornerstones for a dreamlike construction, so close to Federico Fellini's
cinematographic world.
The production perfectly responds to the characteristics of international circulation and
celebration of Italian culture, proposing an innovative artistic project, strongly multidisciplinary
and working in a contemporary key on elements of the iconic imagery of Fellini's repertoire,
undisputed excellence of Italian culture recognised at international level, starting with
contemporary work on the body and the visions of choreographer Caterina Mochi Sismondi,
through the composition of an original dramaturgy.

DIRECTOR'S
NOTES
I trained as a dancer and choreographer, specialising in dance theatre. In a path
of personal research, balanced between tradition and experimentation, theatre
of words and movement, I explored different sectors of contemporary creativity,
guided by a design in which theatre, dance, music, literature and visual arts
could merge into a deep and rich expressive resource.
Deplacé, works of theorisation and practice of "out of place" and "displacement",
in which I explored the theme of displacement and imbalance, were the roots
of Studio sulla Vertigine (which has now become Vertigine di Giulietta), a place
for me to reflect on the value of genders and roles. This research led me to a
sort of "irony of not knowing where to stand", a formula that sums up both my
stylistic approach and a personal political reflection on the figure of the artist
today, always in the balance and unstable.
It has become crucial for me to legitimise the contamination between disciplines,
that is, the ability to look beyond the labelling of style and genre, to conquer
a hybrid and fluid expressive dimension: I have thus wanted to assimilate the
nouveau cirque and its expressive resources to my work, as an enrichment and
emblem of this intention. In the mise-en-scène, the dislocated, broken and
embarrassed body, poised, off-axis and out of time remains the heart of the
research on voice and movement.
Similarly, the dramaturgical construction follows a path of fragmentation: the
text, set to live music, is thus counterfeited, made into a sound score, rhythm,
poetry. I search for a sonority starting from the body on stage, and for this
reason I explore the possibilities of an amplification that conveys and returns the
sounds produced by movement, as if they were those of a musical composition.
Caterina Mochi Sismondi

“Gelsomina dreams is a beautiful
study for me, the opening to the magic
of displacement and to the sense of
precariousness that makes us alive”
Caterina Mochi Sismondi
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PERFORMER AND RIGGER

Director, choreographer and performer. She studied at DAMS
in Turin and graduated from the Scuola d'Arte Drammatica
Paolo Grassi in Milan. A recognised teacher of the Feldenkrais
Method, she works in theatre with actors, dancers and circus
performers, developing an authorial research and her own path
of in-depth study of creation and movement, looking across the
arts in a process of continuous research. The work is carried out
through residencies and workshops of its own method in relation
to the different realities and artists involved such as, among
others, Marigia Maggipinto, Peter James, Jerôme Thomas.
Always interested in choreographic and theatrical research, she
collaborates with many professionals, presenting projects and
performances in Italy and abroad, after her experiences with
the Atelier di Teatrodanza in Milan, where she also studied and
worked with Nina Watt, Cesc Gelabert and Susanne Linke. She
won Rigenerazione with his first company project, followed by
other awards and dates with the Deplacé project and with the
work Vertigine di Giulietta, inspired by Shakespeare and the
notes of Prokofiev's ballet, having the focus always on starting
from the origins and the classics. With her Studio sulla Vertigine
she won the Next call in 2015, which brought the company into
creation at the Piccolo Teatro in Milan for personal research
between dance theatre and contemporary circus with the show
#VertigoSuite, recently winning the Boarding Pass Plus call, for
which she created the show Off Ballad in 2019, again through a
careful idea of mixing the arts. Today with the company blucinQue
she is resident at the Teatro Café Muller in Turin, of which she is
artistic director, in collaboration with Paolo Stratta and the Cirko
Vertigo Foundation, of which she is co-founder.

A circus artist, contortionist and dancer of Portuguese origin,
a lover of all aerial tools, he specialises in aerial fabrics. Gifted
with a natural flexibility, he has always dedicated himself to
exploring his limits, from gymnastics to dance, which he studied
at the Ginasiano Dance School in Porto. His personal journey led
him to the circus, which he developed a passion for at Codarts,
the Dutch national circus school, where he began to combine
dance, circus and gymnastics. His research also led him to study
Japanese Butoh dance. To this day, he continues to create shows
and tread the boards in Italy, Portugal and the rest of Europe.
Since 2019 he has been part of the blucinQue company, directed
by Caterina Mochi Sismondi, with whom he took part in the show
"Off Ballad".

Having approached sport at an early age, Federico Ceragioli
practised various sports and movement disciplines during his
development, and discovered parkour, which opened him up
to the extreme dimension of adapting body movements to the
surrounding physical context. In 2011 he began to play and learn
acrobatic movement at the Equilibre dance and performance
school, until 2016, when he approached circus and was admitted
to the professional school for contemporary circus artists Cirko
Vertigo. In 2017 he took part in the opening event of the 100th
Giro d'Italia in Alghero and in the Vertigo Christmas Show. In
the same year he joins the blucinQue company participating
on stage in Xstream, Vertigine di Giulietta and Frames, as roue
cyr artist, acrobat, verticalist, porteur. In 2019 he collaborates
with Cirko Vertigo Foundation in the Reply Christmas shows and
begins his first experience as a teacher. Currently in the company
blucinQue, he teaches roue cyr at the Cirko Vertigo Academy.

ELISA MUTTO

PERFORMER

Born into a family of musicians, Elisa studied ballet, singing
and acting from an early age. At 17, she began her studies
at the 'Accademia d'arte Circense' in Verona, specialising in
aerial fabric, verticalism, contortionism and aerial hooping. In
2012-2013 she attended the Kataklò academy in Milan and in
2013 she joined the professional Cirko Vertigo course, where
she graduated two years later with a 100/100 grade. From
2016 until today she works as a teacher of aerial disciplines
at the professional course of the Cirko Vertigo Foundation and
is currently active as an acrobat and dancer in the company
blucinQue, directed by Caterina Mochi Sismondi, in the shows
"Off Ballad" and "Vertigine di Giulietta". Over the years she
has performed in numerous arenas, festivals and prestigious
theatres, including the Teatro Regio in Turin, and has taken part
in various television programmes, including Tu sì que vales.

VLADIMIR JEŽIĆ

PERFORMER

Vladimir Ježić, Croatian circus performer, dancer and visual
artist, born in 1989 in Rijeka (Croatia), graduated in art pedagogy
in 2012 from the Academy of Applied Arts in Rijeka. He later
moved to Italy, graduating from the Cirko Vertigo Professional
School for Circus Artist in 2015, where he specialised in fixed
trapeze. As an artist, she has participated in numerous shows,
projects, festivals, events and TV programmes. He currently
works as an artist in show business and as a teacher for the
Cirko Vertigo Foundation.

IVAN IERI

MICHELANGELO MERLANTI

NICOLÒ BOTTASSO

PERFORMER

PERFORMER AND RIGGER

MUSICIAN

Ivan Ieri was born in 1990. He trained as an actor mainly at the
Orme, school of performing arts, and in 2015, he directed his
first play, a dramaturgical reinterpretation of the investigative
novel Loro mi cercano ancora, by Manuela Mareso, about the
life of judicial witness Maria Stefanelli. In 2016, he authored and
performed the three monologues in Spegnete la luce, and in the
same year he won the Best Actor prize at the Piemonte Movie
Glocal Festival, for his performance in the short film Le Anatre,
by Antonio Casto. In 2018 he plays Stephen Dedalus in the show
UlyssesNow, by ConiglioViola, a special project of the 23rd edition
of the Festival delle Colline Torinesi. In 2019 he graduated at the
dubbing school O.D.S. (Operatori doppiaggio spettacolo) in Turin,
and records some products for audio books by Ornimi Edizioni.
From 2010 to today, he has also developed a rich experience in
the educational field, combining theatre with training courses
in schools: he is the director of several shows with socialeducational aims, such as Voyage voyage, created with migrant
students from a high school in Turin, and the artistic director
of the event Il Palazzo di Velluto, a multidisciplinary museum.
In the last few years he has been working on IERI, a musical
project within which he has produced some songs, two video
clips (Polpacci, Doni Che Mi Fai) and a concert-live performance
at Ateliersi in Bologna.

Born in Rovereto, in the province of Trento. He began his
artistic activity as a musician, playing bass in a metal band. He
worked with a company of juggling friends as a percussionist,
performing in various Italian cities. In 2014, in Florence, at the
association Vola Tutto, he began to study juggling and other
circus disciplines including balancing, which he furthered by
entering the Cirko Vertigo Foundation Academy. He will finish
his second year of professional training in July 2021, specialising
in slack rope. He currently works with the blucinQue company
in the shows Gelsomina Dreams and Vertigine di Giulietta as an
artist and rigger.

Nicolò Bottasso is a curious and versatile musician, graduated
in violin at the Conservatorio G.Verdi in Turin under the guidance
of Manuel Zigante, Ludovico Tramma, Piergiorgio Rosso. He
studied trumpet with Fabiano Cudiz and in 2018 he graduated
in jazz trumpet with Giampaolo Casati, Furio di Castri and
Emanuele Cisi at the Conservatorio G.Verdi in Turin. He studied
Ottoman music with Michalis Kouloumis and jazz with Jarmo
Hoogendijk and Jan Van Duikeren at Codarts in Rotterdam.
Parallel to his academic studies, he explored folk traditions,
starting from his homeland and expanding to different areas
of Europe. Alongside his many years of experience in the Duo
Bottasso, he collaborates in environments close to improvisation
and experimentation. For ten years he founded and co-directed
the orchestral project Folkestra & Folkoro. His main recordings
include Crescendo and Biserta e altre storie with Duo Bottasso,
Il Canzoniere di Pasolini with LinguaMadre, Si scrive Med in Itali
with Med In Itali.

BEA ZANIN

MUSICIAN

From classical cello, to rock stages, to electronic music. Bea
began her musical training with the classical study of the cello.
Later, attracted by the raw sounds of Turin's underground, she
combined electro-pop with unusual instruments borrowed
from industrial music. She collaborates, mainly as a pop/
post-rock cellist, with various artists including Daniele Celona,
Luca Morino (Mau Mau), Spaccamonti, Bianco, Jack Jaselli.
In addition to her work as a musician, she also composes
soundtracks. In 2014 she published her first self-produced solo
work online, with sounds ranging from electro-pop to classical
music, which brought her a mention in Rolling Stone in March
2016 and an interview in Rumore in May 2016. In February 2018
she presented at Seeyousound festival the video of her track
"Ho Nostalgia", directed by Luca Morino.

BLUCINQUE
COMPANY

I

t was founded by choreographer
Caterina Mochi Sismondi,
also author and director of all
creation works and artistic director
of Teatro Café Müller in Turin,
where it has had its permanent
home since 2018. In 2009 with
an initial collective including
performer and musician Gianluca
Pezzino, dancer Elena Cavallo
and playwright Marta Pastorino,
she won the competition
RIgenerazione for Sistema Teatro
Torino and debuted at Festival
delle Colline Torinesi with the
show ApeRegina. Since 2010 she
dedicates herself to performative
projects, with artistic residencies
and live performance stages
and workshops called Déplacés,
together with the actress and
company icon Maria Rosa
Mondiglio, being hosted in shows
and festivals in Italy and abroad,
including Inside/Off; E45 Napoli
Fringe Festival, Galleria Toledo;
Festival Insoliti; MAD and Approdi
Villa5; Festival Hop. and in Reggia
di Venaria; Teatro MacOrlan,
Brest Festival in France; Pleased
to meet you, in Asti and Palazzo
Ferrero and in Biella; E(c)entrico,
Artetransitiva and Il Corpo Urbano
at Teatro Stalker; Morenica Festival
2012; the season of Teatro Toselli
in Cuneo and Teatro Concordia in
Venaria and to events in public and
open air contexts such as Natura
successive performances at Teatro
della Tosse in Genoa, at Teatro

Astra in Turin in the 2016 season
and at the Festival, directed that
year by Pippo del Bono, Asti
Teatro, and in some theaters of the
circuit of Fondazione Piemonte dal
Vivo. In residence at La Cascade
in France he realizes and presents
in preview, the show inspired by
the sound world of John Cage
We273", concert for body voice
and tool, present at Festival
d'Avignon Off with 15 replicas and
in the same year in Italy debuts at
Festival Civitanova Danza. In 2017
she returns to the Festival Asti
Teatro, under the new direction
of Emiliano Bronzino, with the
show Xstream, which with more
than thirty replicas will be brought
in Italy and abroad, in festivals
such as Kilowatt Festival, Lugano
Busker Festival, Circumnavigando
in Genoa, Tutti Matti per Colorno
and in the Season of Spazio
Diamante in Rome, for Arteven in
Chioggia and Odeo Days in Padua
and at the Teatro delle Ali in Breno
for the circuit Claps. In 2018 the
choreographer continues with
the company the research on the
classics, proposing again the work
Vertigine di Giulietta/relation1,
always inspired by the ballet
Romeo and Juliet, in residence
at Corte Ospitale in Rubiera and
at Crac in Lomme in Festival
Natura in Movimento in Venaria
and at Todi Festival. In 2018, the
company won the notice Boarding
Pass Plus, funded by MiBACT, for

the production of an international
project from which the show Off
Ballad was born in 2019, always
through the idea of mixing the arts,
with on stage seven performers
including musicians, dancers,
actors and contemporary circus
artists, leading to a painting and
vision of the scene suspended and
dreamlike. Off Ballad takes part
in the Marchesato Opera Festival
in Saluzzo, in collaboration with
Sabina Colonna Preti of Chimera,
and debuts in 2020 at the festival
directed by Emanuele Masi,
Gravity Zero in Trento, to be then
presented at the Teatro Alfieri for
the Asti Teatro Festival. Also in the
summer of 2020, blucinQue brings
to the stage Vertigine di Giulietta Distance mode, a show conceived
from the first theatrical work, but
adapting it to the changed working
conditions of live performances at
a distance and outdoors. After a
summer tour between the Festival
Mirabilia of Cuneo, Spazio Combo
of the Teatro Stabile of Turin and
other squares of the circuit of
Fondazione Piemonte dal Vivo,
brings the work in live streaming
in the Sala del Maggior Consiglio
of Genoa in December 2020.
Last performance in Movement;
Ailleurs en Ville, Amphithéâtre di
Pont De Claix in France; Castello
del Valentino in Turin. In 2014, the
choreographer begins the creation
Vertigine di Giulietta, which is
selected by the network In Situ

and collaborates with MTV for the
project Mogeesdi Bruno Zamborlin
in the Diana Gallery of the Reggia
di Venaria.
With the musician and collaborator
Davide Tomat he founds in
Turin the Superbudda, with a
new collective of musicians and
performers. In the same year,
through the workshop Studio
sulla Vertigine, he starts to involve
circus artists in the creation work,
thanks to the close collaboration
with Fondazione Cirko Vertigo
together with Paolo Stratta, who
is also producer and organizer
of the company. This is how
#VertigoSuite was born, presented
in the form of a study at Festival
Mirabilia 2014, at Castello di Rivoli
for the Week of Culture in Europe
and at Fonderie Teatrali Limone.
Since the first creations, these
are performances that investigate
themes of "displacement", of
feeling "out of place", even "out of
body" or of one's own identity, in
continuous change, suspension,
displacement and disequilibrium.
#VertigoSuite wins the Next call
and debuts at the Piccolo Teatro
in Milan in 2015, with Francia,
after a residency and a preview
at the Lavanderia a Vapore in
Collegno and the debut in a
theatrical version, also on revised
texts by Shakspeare, between
music, dance and circus, in the
season of the Teatro Comunale
di Adria. He creates for the

RassegnainSilenzio of Maura
Sesia, the work Frames, focused
on the theme of silence (continuing
the research on J.Cage) and
participates in Sansepolcro to
the Festival of Caterina Casini
and then to the review of Michela
Lucenti, Resistere e Creare, at
the Teatro della Tosse in Genoa,
after the debut at the Lavanderia a
Vapore. He also works on the first
of the three solo sections of the
Trilogy of the Limit, together with
his collaborator and performer
Jonnathan Rodriguez Angel. This
is how Bird/Observatorio was
born, premiered at the Festival
delle Colline Torinesi and then
at the Salle Noire in Grenoble, at
Ateliersi in Bologna and at the
Espace Catanstrophe in Brussels.
Immediately afterwards, the
second solo of the trilogy Look/
Observatorio was born, which
won the Trampolino prize, with
the dancer and circus performer
Lukas Vaka Medina and the
musician Bea Zanin, presenting
the work at the Castello di Colorno,
with debut at the Festival of Avilain
Spain, at the Festival Sul Filo del
Circo, at the Cupula Festival of
Arcozelo in Portugal, at the di
blucinQue, Gelsomina Dreams,
wins the announcement Vivere
all'italiana sul Palcoscenico of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation (MAECi)
in collaboration with the Ministry of
Heritage and Culture and Tourism

(MiBACT) and it was in tour in the
course of 2021 in northern Italy. In
summer 2021 Vertigine di Giulietta
goes on tour through cities of
Sardinia and Piedmont. In 2022
the tour continues with numerous
dates throughout Italy, to which are
added for Gelsomina Dreams the
international dates of Frankfurt
(Germany), Thessaloniki (Greece),
New Delhi (India). From Gelsomina
Dreams comes an extract in Solo,
between movement, music and
and poetry: SoloDue is the name
of this performance presented
at the Festival SoloCoreografico
2022. It’s consolidated the
collaboration with the performer
Alexandre Duarte and with a visual
technical collective, accompanying
the creative work of the creative
work of blucinQue: the lighting
designer Massimo Vesco, the
video artist Stefano Rogliatti, the
photographer Andrea Macchia
and musician Beatrice Zanin,
who will continue the path of
creation to original music for
all the shows. Between 2020
and 2022 many artists and staff
members will participate in the
new season between residency
and performance, with the Solo
in Teatro project, designed by
Caterina Mochi Sismondi for
Teatro Cafè Müller, which she has
directed since 2018, and for the
platform NicePlatform born in
2020.
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